
  Bingo Lingo Quiz   
Patterns of bingo-friendly letters (mnemonic: C-A-T-N-I-P    H-O-L-D-E-R-S)  

compiled by Jacob Cohen, Asheville Scrabble Club 
 

Starts with bingo-friendly letter pattern RAN- 

QUESTIONS (Answers on page 2) 

AACEHNRR type of Mexican country music [n -S] 

ACEHNORR rancher (one that owns or works on ranch) [n -S] 

ACEHNRRS one that owns or works on ranch [n] 

ACGHINNR work of running ranch [n -S] / RANCH, to work on ranch (establishment for raising livestock) [v] 

AACHMNNR one that owns or works on ranch [n -MEN] 

ACEHMNNR rancher (one that owns or works on ranch) [n] 

ACDEINRR smelling or tasting rank or stale [adj] 

ACDILNRY smelling or tasting rank or stale [adv] 

ACDENORR bitter and vindictive enmity [adj] 

ACNORRSU bitter and vindictive enmity [n] 

ADEINRST lustful (marked by excessive sexual desire) [adj] 

ADLMNORY in haphazard manner [adv] 

AEGINRST tall and slender [adj] 

AGIKNNRS listing of ranked individuals [n] 

AEKLNRSS having no ranks [adj] 

AGIKLNNR to cause irritation or resentment in [v] 

AEKNNRSS state of being strong and disagreeable in odor or taste [n -ES] 

AEIKNPRS standing dead tree [n] 

AACKNRSS to search thoroughly [v] 

ADEMNORS to obtain release of by paying demanded price [v] 

AEMNORRS one that obtains release of by paying demanded price [n -S] 

AGINNRST loud and angry comments [n] 
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ANSWERS 

RANCHERA AACEHNRR type of Mexican country music [n -S] 

RANCHERO ACEHNORR rancher (one that owns or works on ranch) [n -S] 

RANCHERS ACEHNRRS RANCHER, one that owns or works on ranch [n] 

RANCHING ACGHINNR work of running ranch [n RANCHINGS] / RANCH, to work on ranch (establishment for raising livestock) [v] 

RANCHMAN AACHMNNR rancher (one that owns or works on ranch) [n -MEN] 

RANCHMEN ACEHMNNR RANCHMAN, rancher (one that owns or works on ranch) [n] 

RANCIDER ACDEINRR RANCID, smelling or tasting rank or stale [adj] 

RANCIDLY ACDILNRY RANCID, smelling or tasting rank or stale [adv] 

RANCORED ACDENORR RANCOR, bitter and vindictive enmity [adj] 

RANCOURS ACNORRSU RANCOUR, rancor (bitter and vindictive enmity) [n] 

RANDIEST ADEINRST RANDY, lustful (marked by excessive sexual desire) [adj] 

RANDOMLY ADLMNORY in haphazard manner [adv] 

RANGIEST AEGINRST RANGY, tall and slender [adj] 

RANKINGS AGIKNNRS RANKING, listing of ranked individuals [n] 

RANKLESS AEKLNRSS having no ranks [adj] 

RANKLING AGIKLNNR RANKLE, to cause irritation or resentment in [v] 

RANKNESS AEKNNRSS state of being rank (strong and disagreeable in odor or taste) [n -ES] 

RANPIKES AEIKNPRS RANPIKE, rampike (standing dead tree) [n] 

RANSACKS AACKNRSS RANSACK, to search thoroughly [v] 

RANSOMED ADEMNORS RANSOM, to obtain release of by paying demanded price [v] 

RANSOMER AEMNORRS one that ransoms (to obtain release of by paying demanded price) [n -S] 

RANTINGS AGINNRST loud and angry comments [n] 
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